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Vulgar, Sentimental, and Liberal Criticism: F. J.
Furnivall and T. S. Eliot on Shakespeare and Chaucer
P E T E R H O L B R O O K
University of Queensland
An overstrained enthusiasm is more pardonable with respect to Shakespear
than the want of it. (WILLIAM HAZLITT)
There is no freedom in art. (T. S. ELIOT)1
The ‘‘ordinary emotional person, experiencing a work of art, has a
mixed critical and creative reaction. It is made up of comment and
opinion, and also new emotions . . . vaguely applied to his own life. [For
this] sentimental person . . . a work of art arouses all sorts of emotions
which have nothing to do with that work of art whatever, but are acci-
dents of personal association.’’ So T. S. Eliot, attacking nineteenth-cen-
tury ‘‘impressionistic criticism’’ in The Sacred Wood.2 Eliot’s target is a
style of post-Romantic commentary, and the writers he singles out, such
as Swinburne and Arthur Symons, make clear his hostility to what he
takes, reasonably, as the modernizing implications of that criticism:
individualism, secularism, liberalism. For Eliot, this critical mode (or
cultural malaise) is summed up in the word ‘‘sentimental’’—and con-
trasted unfavorably, in a prose both arch and ruthless, with a mind-set
he designates ‘‘classicism.’’ This ‘‘modern tendency,’’ he writes—really a
backlash against modernity—‘‘is toward something which, for want of a
better name, we may call classicism’’: a commitment, ‘‘discernible even
 2009 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved. 0026-8232/2009/10701-0005$10.00
1. William Hazlitt, preface to his Characters of Shakespear’s Plays (1817; repr., London:
Dent, 1906), xviii; T. S. Eliot, ‘‘Reflections on Vers libre’’ (1917), quoted from T. S. Eliot:
Selected Prose, ed. John Hayward (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1953), 87.
2. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘The Perfect Critic,’’ in The Sacred Wood: Essays on Poetry and Criticism, 2nd
ed. (1928; repr., London: Faber, 1997, which includes Eliot’s introduction to the 1st ed.
of 1920), 5–6; the term ‘‘impressionistic criticism’’ appears on 2.
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in art,’’ to ‘‘a higher and clearer conception of Reason, and a more
severe and serene control of the emotions by Reason.’’3 Eliot’s anath-
ematizing of the emotional literary criticism of the nineteenth century
had a cultural-political target. That era meant for him the twin patholo-
gies of ‘‘exaltation of the personal and individual ’’ and ‘‘emphasis upon
feeling rather than thought.’’4 Indeed, Eliot’s antipathy to the nineteenth
century as a civilizational phase is one of the distinctive features of his
poetic and critical outlook. The following sentences are typical in their
dry contempt for the supposed shallowness and philistine emptiness of
that age: ‘‘Tennyson lived in a time which was already acutely time-con-
scious; a great many things seemed to be happening, railways were
being built, discoveries were being made, the face of the world was
changing. That was a time busy in keeping up to date. It had, for the
most part, no hold on permanent things, on permanent truths about
man and God and life and death.’’5 ‘‘Busy in keeping up to date’’: the
English nineteenth century was, for Eliot, above all, vulgar.
Clement Greenberg once wrote that, among those who refused the
principles of Eliot’s criticism, prominent were ‘‘vulgarians.’’6 I agree—
although I am not sure there are not worse vices than vulgarity—and in
this essay want to bring forward as a contrasting example to Eliot’s
astringently impersonal critical manner, and its antidemocratic agenda,
the practice of one of the great nineteenth-century scholars of medieval
and Renaissance literature, the Englishman Frederick James Furnivall
(1825–1910). Furnivall embodies the ‘‘vulgar’’ progressivist and liberal
criticism Eliot detested. His sentimental attachment to his ‘‘old’’ or
‘‘early’’ authors—such is the vague form of words he adopts when refer-
ring to past literature—is explained by a conviction that these writers
bless the liberal values he promoted. As Charlotte C. Morse has recently
argued, Furnivall was one of a band of ‘‘reformist bourgeois popular-
izers’’ of Chaucer in the nineteenth century; she mentions as his pre-
cursors Charles Cowden-Clarke and Charles Knight (like Furnivall,
3. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘The Idea of a Literary Review’’ (1926), quoted by Louis Menand in
‘‘T. S. Eliot,’’ in The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, vol. 7, ed. Louis Menand and
Lawrence Rainey (Cambridge University Press, 2000), 47. See also Menand’s comment:
‘‘‘Classicism’, as Eliot [sometimes] uses the word . . . is simply a name for the reaction
against liberalism and its culture’’ (49). I am generally indebted to Menand’s excellent
essay.
4. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘The Origins: What Is Romanticism?’’ (1916 lecture), quoted in Menand,
‘‘T. S. Eliot,’’ 48.
5. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘In Memoriam,’’ in his Essays Ancient and Modern (London: Faber &
Faber, 1936), 188–89.
6. ‘‘T. S. Eliot: The Criticism, the Poetry’’ (1950), in Clement Greenberg: The Collected
Essays and Criticism, ed. John O’Brian, 4 vols. (University of Chicago Press, 1993), 3:68.
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both Cowden-Clarke and Knight were Shakespeare scholars in addition
to being medievalists).7 Furnivall’s friend John Munro called him
‘‘a democrat of the democrats’’: a ‘‘champion of the working-man’’ as well
as promoter of the rights of ‘‘woman.’’8 Eliot, as I have said, despised the
‘‘warm’’ criticism of the Romantic nineteenth century.9 But for Victorians
committed to a progressive—or ‘‘vulgar’’—politics, emotion had its place
in the critic’s equipment. In what follows, I attempt to show that Furnivall
is passionately committed to a libertarian tradition in English poetry, a
tradition whose founts he locates in Chaucer and Shakespeare.
As a corollary of this commitment, Furnivall (I will suggest) is rela-
tively indifferent toward such ‘‘cool,’’ scientistic, and historiographical
categories as ‘‘period.’’ Instead, like other liberal critics mentioned
here, Furnivall holds to a Romantic faith in genius’s power to overcome
context: in this respect, genius proves the individual’s power—or, at
least, the power of selected individuals—to live in defiance of social
convention and established authority.10 For the liberal critic, genius
represents a provocation to other people to live freely—to cultivate, as
best they may, their own individuality, as liberal sages like J. S. Mill and
Ralph Waldo Emerson had urged. This open, experimental ethic
aroused Eliot’s ire. In a critique of liberalism entitled ‘‘The Aims of
Education’’ (1950), Eliot dismisses the ideal of ‘‘development of the
individual’s latent powers and faculties’’ by asking us to ‘‘consider
the individual, not as if he were a seed out of a packet with no name
on it, which we plant and tend out of curiosity to see what it will be-
come . . . but as a seed of a known plant which has been cultivated for
many generations—a plant about which we know what its flower or fruit
ought to be, if it receives the right nurture and grows to perfection.’’11
In his introduction to the first edition of The Sacred Wood, Eliot observed
that it was ‘‘a perpetual heresy of English culture to believe that only
7. Morse suggests Furnivall’s democratic instincts found validation in The Canterbury
Tales: ‘‘Chaucer’s nineteenth-century popularizers advocated an inclusive politics adum-
brated in the variety of tellers and subjects in The Canterbury Tales’’ (Charlotte C. Morse,
‘‘Popularizing Chaucer in the Nineteenth Century,’’ Chaucer Review 38 [2003]: 102, 118).
8. See Munro’s reminiscence in John James Munro, comp., Frederick James Furnivall:
A Volume of Personal Record (London: Frowde, 1911), 120, 119, 118.
9. In a late essay, ‘‘To Criticize the Critic’’ (1961), Eliot described his early ‘‘emphasis
on tradition’’ as ‘‘a result of my reaction against the poetry, in the English language, of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries’’ (T. S. Eliot, ‘‘To Criticize the Critic’’ and Other
Writings [London: Faber & Faber, 1965], 19).
10. Jonathan Bate illuminates the radical uses of genius in The Genius of Shakespeare
(London: Picador, 1997), esp. 157–87.
11. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘The Aims of Education,’’ in his To Criticize the Critic, 107. The notion of
‘‘education for ‘the development of latent powers’’’ was, for Eliot, ‘‘dangerously vague’’
(115).
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the first-order mind, the Genius, the Great Man, matters.’’12 The irony
conveys Eliot’s ambivalent relation not just to ‘‘English’’ culture but also
to the Anglo-American liberal consensus generally—that is, the (vulgar)
tradition of progress, commercial democracy, individualism, and plural-
ism. As far as Eliot’s cultural politics go, it is significant that his most
famous definition of poetry should be so completely hostile to the notion
of poetry as individual expression—so (to put it with necessary crudeness)
anti-individualistic. The poet, he wrote, ‘‘must be aware that the mind of
Europe . . . [is] much more important than his own private mind. . . . The
progress of an artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of
personality . . . [a] process of depersonalization. . . . Poetry is not a turning
loose of emotion, but an escape from emotion; it is not the expression of
personality, but an escape from personality.’’13
This wintry downgrading of ‘‘personality’’ and ‘‘expression’’ is, as we
shall see, antithetical to the criticism of Furnivall and the other ‘‘En-
glish’’ (or liberal) critics I discuss here, for whom ‘‘genius,’’ the highest
form of ‘‘personality,’’ is a radical concept encouraging dissent. Emerson
said that Shakespeare was ‘‘an outlaw from all systems’’ (including, pre-
sumably, systems such as Eliot’s ‘‘mind of Europe’’).14 An antinormative
bias in ‘‘sentimental’’ critics of the period such as Furnivall finds en-
dorsement in the examples of geniuses like Chaucer and Shakespeare.
‘‘The poets,’’ wrote Emerson, ‘‘are free, and they make free.’’15 They are
not subordinated to a system—not required to sacrifice themselves to
some greater meaning. (Contrast Eliot: ‘‘There is accordingly something
outside of the artist to which he owes allegiance, a devotion to which he
12. Eliot, introduction (1920) to Sacred Wood, xvi.
13. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘Tradition and the Individual Talent’’ (1919), in his Selected Essays, 3rd
ed. (London: Faber, 1951), 16, 17, 21. In ‘‘The Function of Criticism’’ (1923), Eliot quotes
John Middleton Murry as follows: ‘‘Catholicism . . . stands for the principle of unques-
tioned spiritual authority outside the individual; that is also the principle of Classicism in
literature’’ (Selected Essays, 26). Eliot identifies himself with this definition of ‘‘Classicism’’
and derides Murry’s proposed liberal-Protestant alternative. Again Eliot quotes Murry:
‘‘The English writer, the English divine, the English statesman, inherit no rules from their
forebears; they inherit only this: a sense that in the last resort they must depend upon the
inner voice’’ (27). Eliot asserts that this ‘‘inner voice’’ is simply ‘‘whiggery’’—he is one of
those who must count themselves ‘‘Inner Deaf Mutes’’ (30)—and notes that ‘‘to those
who obey the inner voice . . . nothing that I can say about criticism will have the slightest
value’’ (29)—and all the worse for them, it is implied. Eliot’s distaste for the nonconformist
tradition in English life and letters (the tradition that, as we shall see, Furnivall belongs
to) could not be more explicit.
14. Ralph Waldo Emerson, journal entry for March 23, 1823, in The Journals and Miscel-
laneous Notebooks of Ralph Waldo Emerson, vol. 2, ed. W. H. Gilman, Alfred R. Ferguson, and
Merrell R. Davis (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1961), 109.
15. Ralph Waldo Emerson, ‘‘The Poet’’ (1844), in Ralph Waldo Emerson: Selected Essays,
ed. Larzer Ziff (New York: Penguin, 1982), 277.
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must surrender and sacrifice himself.’’)16 By contrast, the place of Shake-
speare in Eliot’s critical scheme is quite different, and not a little uneasy
(Chaucer tends to get overlooked in favor of Dante). It is not without
significance that, in The Waste Land (1922), Shakespeare is associated
with a debased and crassly sentimental popular culture, American no
less: ‘‘O O O O that Shakespeherian Rag—.’’17 Is it that Shakespeare is
here travestied by modern culture, or is it rather that, as I suspect, Shake-
speare for Eliot participates in and to some extent inaugurates the mod-
ern disintegration?
Chaucer and Shakespeare: both in Furnivall’s time and today the
names function as shorthand for ‘‘their’’ respective ‘‘ages,’’ medieval and
Renaissance. In this sense the two authors look at each other across a gulf
within cultural and social history, the break supposedly separating the
Middle Age from the Early Modern one. Yet the vulgar ‘‘sentimental’’
approach to Chaucer and Shakespeare considered here tends to merge
these two as cofounders of a line of liberating poets. This way of thinking
about Chaucer and Shakespeare cleaves to the standard liberal-Protestant
cultural history, in which Renaissance and Reformation are crucial steps
in liberating a priest- and king-ridden humanity. As the liberal historian
and friend of Mill, James Anthony Froude, wrote: ‘‘The Reformation
broke the theological shackles in which men’s minds were fettered.’’18
James Simpson has summed up this nineteenth-century liberal Protestant
historiography as viewing ‘‘the English Reformation as a fundamentally
progressive movement, in which the popular will has triumphed over the
authoritarian and corrupt institution of the medieval Church. Whether
from the perspective of commitment to Protestant theology, or to a na-
tionalist conception of the Anglican Church, or to a progressivist, evolu-
tionary conception of history, or to liberal championing of individual
conscience above oppressive institutional control, the Reformation by
these accounts was a progressive and entirely positive historical turning
point.’’19
Simpson summarizes the classic narrative by which this historiograph-
ical tradition constructs its object. However, nineteenth-century literary
criticism also allows for a nonscientific view of the literary past that sees
Chaucer and Shakespeare as akin in their populism and Englishness—a
popular Englishness that the crypto-Romanist and Tory Eliot abhors.
16. Eliot, ‘‘The Function of Criticism,’’ 24.
17. T. S. Eliot, The Waste Land (New York: Boni & Liveright, 1922), line 128.
18. James Anthony Froude, ‘‘Times of Erasmus and Luther’’ (1867), in Short Studies on
Great Subjects, 4 vols., new ed. (London, 1897), 1:43. It is this progressive, secularizing his-
tory that Eliot opposes.
19. James Simpson, Oxford English Literary History, vol. 2, Reform and Cultural Revolution,
1350–1547 (Oxford University Press, 2002), 327.
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This Englishness transcends ‘‘hard’’ theoretical categories such as pe-
riod. (One of the least innocent habits of Eliot’s prose is the assimilation
of English literature to the literature of something he calls ‘‘Europe,’’ the
effect being a certain disavowal of what politically progressive readers
might identify as essential to the ‘‘English’’ tradition and that differenti-
ates it from the Latin-classical European one—an essence revolving
around such notions as dissent, democracy, individualism, and so
forth.)20 This liberal-patriotic literary history—invisible now in academic
settings—flourished in the nineteenth century, at the time when ‘‘scien-
tific’’ history and the historicist mentality were gradually taking over the
academy.
F. J. Furnivall founded the Chaucer Society in 1868 and the New
Shakspere Society in 1873. His critical writing—done mainly in the ser-
vice of his editorial labors—vigorously expresses the sentimental ap-
proach and has, of course, come to seem peculiarly remote, whereas
Eliot’s austerely impersonal model of the objective, historically in-
formed arbiter of taste, conscious of his expertise in a ‘‘field’’—literary
criticism—long ago migrated to the academy. As Louis Menand has
shown, Eliot’s appeal to academics consisted in his effectually creating
a recognizable field of study, expressed in his insistence that, as he put
it in the 1928 preface to The Sacred Wood, ‘‘when we are considering po-
etry we must consider it primarily as poetry and not another thing.’’21
Literature could now be the object of sophisticated specialist inquiry,
rigorously separated from extraneous everyday matters such as politics.
Eliot objected to the ‘‘moralizing critics of the nineteenth century’’ who
were overly preoccupied with the ‘‘moral, social, religious, or other’’
implications of poems.22 The chilly air of connoisseurship and scholar-
ship (the latter often rather bullyingly displayed: Vulgarians Keep Out)
that surrounds Eliot’s critical essays is the opposite of the freewheeling
20. Peter Dale Scott has suggested that Eliot’s political sympathies, at least in the
1920s, lay with the dream of ‘‘a united, federal, Catholic Europe’’ (‘‘The Social Critic and
His Discontents,’’ in The Cambridge Companion to T. S. Eliot, ed. A. David Moody [Cam-
bridge University Press, 1994], 65). It is, I think, in this context politically significant that
Eliot regularly situates Shakespeare in the context of a ‘‘European’’ (rather than native
English) poetry. ‘‘Whenever a Virgil, a Dante, a Shakespeare, a Goethe is born, the whole
future of European poetry is altered’’: see this excerpt from Eliot’s Notes towards the Defini-
tion of Culture added by John Hayward to his reprinting of ‘‘Tradition and the Individual
Talent’’ (1919) in Eliot, Selected Prose (ed. Hayward), 24. Nevertheless, as we shall see, Eliot
never suggests that this attempt to graft Shakespeare onto the Latin-classical-Catholic
order can succeed—Shakespeare remains troublingly and obdurately modern and
Protestant.
21. Eliot, preface (1928) to Sacred Wood, x; see Menand, ‘‘T. S. Eliot,’’ 55.
22. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism’’ (1933), in his Selected Prose
(ed. Hayward), 52.
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anti-elitist enthusiasm that characterizes Furnivall’s writing. Furnivall, I
suggest, represented a different (and for Eliot, corrupt) model of the
scholar: one who brought his ‘‘personal’’ passions to his criticism, thus
allowing a role for what Eliot stigmatized as ‘‘sentiment’’—in particular,
the ‘‘sentimental’’ attachment to freedom and democracy.
Stephanie Trigg has argued that the intensely personal criticism prac-
ticed by Furnivall has been forgotten by the academy at a cost. His ‘‘ver-
sion of medieval studies,’’ Trigg writes, ‘‘had a popular and radical edge -
missing in many academic programs in the twentieth century.’’23 An
advocate for the serious study of Chaucer and Shakespeare, Furnivall
also cofounded the Working Men’s College in 1854 as a ‘‘classless com-
munity characterized by democratic comradery and . . . love of learn-
ing.’’24 He ardently supported the work of women and amateur scholars
of Shakespeare, one of the members of his Shakspere Society being Karl
Marx’s daughter Eleanor (who also joined Furnivall’s Shelley Society,
the founding of which signaled his radical political and philosophical
principles). Furnivall’s critical practice—populist and inclusive, naive
about, or simply uninterested in, theory—is alien to Eliot’s.
It is, in other words, a vulgar critical practice, not least in its prose
style, that of the cheerful and rather breathless enthusiast, with none of
the terse discriminating elegance and seductive authority of Eliot’s. By
this, however, I do not mean to dismiss it. Eliot is, it hardly needs say-
ing, a critic of infinitely greater subtlety and perception than Furnivall,
whose critical remarks are frequently embarrassingly banal. Eliot’s
prose, in its aversion to sentimental ‘‘sermonizing,’’ has come, I suspect,
to define a certain type of literary intelligence (coolly ironic, even arch,
with a horror of direct statement, above all intelligent). But is this
urbane, knowing style always adequate to its object? Any reader of Eliot
notices how a certain chilly discrimination descends upon his prose
when it comes to Shakespeare—a judiciousness about Shakespeare
not unlike that which so annoyed Hazlitt in Dr. Johnson. Hazlitt deeply
disliked Johnson’s parsimonious praise of Shakespeare, which, he
thought, always came with a goodly dollop of censure: ‘‘He no sooner
acknowledges the merits of his author in one line than the periodical
revolution of his style carries the weight of his opinion over to the side
of objection, thus keeping up a perpetual alternation of perfections and
absurdities.’’25 Hazlitt thought Johnson’s lack of an open, unimpeded en-
thusiasm for Shakespeare a critical failing—reading Shakespeare in this
23. Stephanie Trigg, Congenial Souls: Reading Chaucer from Medieval to Postmodern
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2002), 173.
24. The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, s.v. ‘‘Furnivall, Frederick James,’’ 197
(hereafter cited as Oxford DNB).
25. Hazlitt, Characters of Shakespear’s Plays, xxii.
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reserved way is to misread him. With Eliot, too, praise of Shakespeare is of-
ten stinting; in the end Shakespeare is usually found wanting. ‘‘You have
forgotten,’’ says ‘‘E’’ in Eliot’s ‘‘A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry’’ (1928),
‘‘to tell us why Shakespeare fails us.’’26 The reservation, I suggest, comes
from Eliot’s being unable to fit Shakespeare into his ideological (‘‘classi-
cal’’) framework that accommodates Virgil or Dante much more readily.
In short, Eliot’s lack of enthusiasm for Shakespeare centers upon what he
sees as Shakespeare’s lack of ‘‘any coherent view of life’’—in other words,
his modernity.27 Eliot could not respond to Shakespeare’s sense of life as
an experiment, his lack of certainty as to what type of being man is—mate-
rials that have energized a line of radical commentators from Milton and
Keats onward. Eliot associated these characteristics in Shakespeare with
‘‘Englishness’’; they irked him and explain why he is correspondingly cool
and unenthusiastic about Chaucer, a writer F. W. Bateson identified as a
member of the progressive English yeomanry.28
Rather in the spirit of Furnivall, Bateson, writing in the 1960s, empha-
sized the ‘‘popular’’ and ‘‘proverbial’’ character of Chaucer’s achievement.
‘‘Chaucer’s similes,’’ he observed, ‘‘apart from a diminishing number
derived from the French tradition of the Roman de la Rose, are familiar and
parochial, smelling of the village green and the village ale-house rather
than of the arts of poetry and the bestiaries.’’29 Bateson here expresses
himself in terms that would have been perfectly familiar to Furnivall:
Chaucer is an English (not Norman-French) poet, and his Englishness is
bound up with a progressive—‘‘yeoman’’ rather than feudal—politics.
These are, of course, never the terms in which Eliot praises Shakespeare,
or indeed any English poet. On the contrary, he regularly insists upon ‘‘the
dependence of English Literature upon the Latin and Greek literatures.’’30
It might be said that where Eliot praises he Latinizes, and where that is
26. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry’’ (1928), in his Selected Essays, 53.
27. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘Shakespeare and the Stoicism of Seneca’’ (1927), in his Selected Essays,
135. Compare the dismissal of Elizabethan drama in ‘‘Seneca in Elizabethan Translation’’
(1927): ‘‘the thought, or what passes for thought, in the drama of Shakespeare and his con-
temporaries’’ (Selected Essays, 78).
28. Bateson saw Alison in ‘‘The Miller’s Tale’’ as ‘‘symboliz[ing] in her gaiety and good
nature the Merry England of a yeoman democracy that had set its face against the theoret-
ical asceticism of the Continental church, on the one hand, and the practical brutality of
Continental feudalism, on the other.’’ Chaucer was, thought Bateson, greatly ‘‘interested’’ in
the ‘‘contemporary class struggle’’: by the 1390s, ‘‘his fundamental sympathies seem to be
mainly with the new yeoman democracy of the countryside’’ and against ‘‘Norman-French cul-
ture,’’ ‘‘feudalism,’’ ‘‘the international church,’’ etc. (F. W. Bateson, ‘‘The Yeoman Democracy
and Chaucer’s ‘Miller’s Tale,’’’ in his English Poetry: A Critical Introduction, 2nd ed. [London:
Longmans, 1966], 98, 96).
29. F. W. Bateson, ‘‘Schools of Poetry,’’ in his English Poetry, 85.
30. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘The Classics and the Man of Letters’’ (1942), in his Selected Prose (ed.
Hayward), 237.
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not an option he is lukewarm and frequently supercilious. The judgment
on Blake is typical. Blake’s ‘‘supernatural territories’’ reflect ‘‘a certain
meanness of culture’’; they ‘‘illustrate the crankiness, the eccentricity,
which frequently affects writers outside of the Latin traditions.’’31 As al-
ready noted, Furnivall is certainly not as intelligent a critic as Eliot, but in
the overall frigidity of Eliot’s approach to Chaucer and Shakespeare, it is
not clear that Eliot does not manifest what might be called a failure of
taste—and one that is ideologically driven. ‘‘There is no method,’’ Eliot
once wrote of criticism, ‘‘except to be very intelligent.’’32 No doubt. But
where cool intelligence distorts one’s judgments we might feel that more
is required of the critic. It is surely troubling that Eliot—an English-speak-
ing poet after all—can produce a full-dress essay on Dante but work up no
such appreciation of Shakespeare.
It is noticeable how frequently Eliot assimilates Shakespeare to mo-
dernity—with severe results for the degree of warmth he can display
toward him. Both Shakespeare and Chaucer are farther from ‘‘Europe’’
than Dante, and the latter’s ‘‘advantages are not due to greater genius,
but to the fact that he wrote when Europe was still more or less one.’’33
Dante is a better guide to modern poets; Shakespeare’s language is too
much ‘‘his own’’ to follow successfully. When Eliot says that ‘‘the lan-
guage of each great English poet is his own language,’’ this is not a
compliment. By contrast, ‘‘the language of Dante is the perfection of a
common language.’’ Shakespeare and Englishness are associated with
linguistic Protestantism, the breakdown of the ‘‘common language.’’34
Eliot’s remarks on Dante serve to devaluate Shakespeare. ‘‘The whole
study and practice of Dante seems to me to teach that the poet should
be the servant of his language, rather than the master of it,’’ Eliot writes
in ‘‘A Talk on Dante’’ (1950):
This sense of responsibility is one of the marks of the classical poet. . . . Of
some great poets, and of some great English poets especially, one can say
that they were privileged by their genius to abuse the English language, to
develop an idiom so peculiar and even eccentric, that it could be of no use
to later poets. Dante seems to me to have a place in Italian literature—
which, in this respect, only Shakespeare has in ours; that is, they give body
to the soul of the language, conforming themselves, the one more and the
other less consciously, to what they divined to be its possibilities. And
31. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘William Blake’’ (1920), in his Selected Prose (ed. Hayward), 171.
32. Eliot, ‘‘The Perfect Critic,’’ 9.
33. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘Dante’’ (1929), in Selected Prose of T. S. Eliot, ed. Frank Kermode (London:
Faber, 1975), 208–9. Compare Eliot’s statement, ‘‘I prefer the culture which produced
Dante to the culture which produced Shakespeare’’ (‘‘Second Thoughts about Humanism’’
[1929], in his Selected Essays, 488).
34. Eliot, ‘‘Dante,’’ 217.
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Shakespeare himself takes liberties which only his genius justifies;
liberties which Dante, with an equal genius, does not take.35
This is wily. Up to the final sentence it might be supposed that Dante and
Shakespeare are equals, but the passage’s close—beginning with ‘‘the
other less consciously’’—makes it evident that Shakespeare is one of the
abusers of the common language. Eliot’s wariness of Shakespeare is
bound up with his distaste for individualism (equated with eccentricity).
Shakespeare ‘‘fails us’’ because he is a modern, and what we moderns
need is a cure for our modernity. Everywhere Eliot associates Eliza-
bethanism, in general, and Shakespeare, in particular, with the modern
chaos in the domain of value and right judgment. Thus, in Eliot’s ‘‘A Dia-
logue on Dramatic Poetry’’ (1928), Shakespeare lacked the advantage of
‘‘Corneille and Sophocles,’’ authors who had behind them a ‘‘back-
ground of social order’’; as a result, Shakespeare’s works (‘‘in a sense’’)
are ‘‘not morally edifying.’’36 It is not that Sophocles or Corneille are
superior as poets, but, on the other hand, with Shakespeare ‘‘something
is lacking,’’ one is ‘‘left dissatisfied and disturbed,’’ because ‘‘the age of
Shakespeare moved in a steady current, with back-eddies certainly,
towards anarchy and chaos.’’37 There can be no doubt that ‘‘B’’ here
expresses the view of Eliot, for whom the Elizabethan age was one of
emergent liberalism. Thus, Eliot explains the ‘‘disgusting’’ and ‘‘sangui-
nary character’’ of much Elizabethan drama—Titus Andronicus, for exam-
ple—by raising the possibility that ‘‘some fundamental release of
restraint’’ was characteristic of ‘‘the temper of the epoch.’’38 Eliot’s resis-
tance to Shakespeare originates in this sense of Shakespeare’s art as a
modern one: ‘‘The philosophical basis, the general attitude toward life
of the Elizabethans, is one of anarchism, of dissolution, of decay.’’ This
cultural critique sometimes masquerades as aesthetic or stylistic judg-
ment: the Elizabethans are guilty of ‘‘artistic greediness,’’ a ‘‘desire for
every sort of effect together’’; they display an ‘‘unwillingness to accept
any limitation and abide by it.’’39 But the criticism of liberalism is central:
‘‘The Elizabethans are . . . part of the movement of progress or deterio-
ration which has culminated . . . in the present [1924] regiment of
Europe.’’40
It is, I think, important to realize just how far Eliot goes in this associa-
tion of ‘‘the Elizabethans’’ (or the Renaissance) with the ‘‘present regi-
35. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘A Talk on Dante,’’ in his Selected Prose (ed. Hayward), 99–100.
36. Eliot, ‘‘A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry,’’ 53.
37. Ibid., 54.
38. Eliot, ‘‘Seneca in Elizabethan Translation,’’ 82, 83.
39. T. S. Eliot, ‘‘Four Elizabethan Dramatists: A Preface to an Unwritten Book’’ (1924),
in his Selected Essays, 116.
40. Ibid., 116–17.
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ment’’ of liberal decadence. For Eliot, modernity originates in the Re-
naissance, in figures of skepticism and relativism such as Montaigne and
Machiavelli.41 And this Renaissance movement looks forward to no less
disturbing a figure than Nietzsche: ‘‘there is,’’ Eliot writes in ‘‘Shake-
speare and the Stoicism of Seneca,’’ ‘‘in some of the great tragedies of
Shakespeare, a new attitude. . . . It is modern, and it culminates, if there
is ever any culmination, in the attitude of Nietzsche.’’42 There can be
no doubt that what Eliot associates with Shakespeare and Nietzsche is
an ethic of secular individualism and relativism. Eliot calls this new atti-
tude ‘‘self-dramatization’’—essentially, ‘‘the human will to see things as
they are not.’’43 This comes in the context of his famously hostile
description of Othello’s last speech as a case of the hero ‘‘cheering him-
self up’’; what Eliot disliked about the speech is that Othello preferred
to ‘‘think well’’ of himself rather than acknowledge sin. The word ‘‘self-
dramatization’’ perhaps obscures for us Eliot’s essentially nonliterary
target, which is the modern-Nietzschean ethic of self-expression, self-
esteem, self-realization: in a word, individualism. A few pages further
on in the essay this target becomes clearer: ‘‘Nietzsche,’’ Eliot points
out, ‘‘is the most conspicuous modern instance of cheering oneself
up.’’ This attitude (which Eliot associates with Stoicism) ‘‘is the reverse
of Christian humility.’’44
Overall, the essay on Shakespeare and Seneca’s stoicism fully displays
the ecclesiastical, priggish, and guarded nature of Eliot’s attitude to
the Elizabethans. ‘‘Elizabethan England,’’ he observes, ‘‘was a period of
dissolution and chaos,’’ and it saw ‘‘a kind of fusion’’ of ‘‘the Senecan
attitude of Pride, the Montaigne attitude of Scepticism, and the
41. Another important objectionable figure from the period is Thomas Hobbes. Hobbes
‘‘was one of those extraordinary little upstarts whom the chaotic motions of the Renaissance
tossed into an eminence which they hardly deserved and have never lost’’ (T. S. Eliot, ‘‘John
Bramhall,’’ in his Essays Ancient and Modern, 33); Eliot associates with Hobbes that ‘‘modern
theory . . . which would make value reside entirely in the degree of organization of natural
impulses’’(35)—a proto-Nietzschean theory, in other words, focused not on what is desired
but on how it is desired. ‘‘For Hobbes all standards of good and evil are frankly relative’’;
aspects of his ‘‘mentality’’ are, in fact, similar to that of ‘‘Nietzsche’’ (41).
42. Eliot, ‘‘Shakespeare and the Stoicism of Seneca,’’ 129.
43. Ibid., 129, 131. Eliot’s other word for this distinctively modern perspective is ‘‘Liber-
alism.’’ In ‘‘Catholicism and International Order,’’ Eliot contrasts ‘‘Christendom’’ against
‘‘all the forces which we denominate Liberal, embracing all people who believe that the
public affairs of this world and those of the next have nothing to do with each other; who
believe that in a perfect world those who like golf could play golf, and those who like reli-
gion could go to church’’ (Essays Ancient and Modern, 113). Eliot’s contempt for this ‘‘perfect
world’’ of easygoing golf players—really the world of Nietzsche’s Last Men—is complete.
Compare his later statement in the same essay: ‘‘I think that the virtue of tolerance is greatly
overestimated, and I have no objection to being called a bigot myself ’’ (129).
44. Eliot, ‘‘Shakespeare and the Stoicism of Seneca,’’ 130, 132.
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Machiavelli attitude of Cynicism’’—a fusion producing ‘‘the Elizabethan
individualism.’’ This individualism is nothing more than the ‘‘vice of
Pride.’’45 And Shakespeare is fully part of ‘‘the Renaissance anar-
chism.’’46 Eliot’s essay criticizes a mode of characterization (‘‘the self-
consciousness and self-dramatization of the Shakespearian hero, of
whom Hamlet is only one’’). But seeing the essay as advancing merely a
stylistic or aesthetic critique of ‘‘the Shakespearian hero’’ shortchanges
it. Actually, its agenda is sweepingly ambitious: nothing less than a cri-
tique of modern culture. This ‘‘self-consciousness and self-dramatiza-
tion’’ of the hero, Eliot goes on to say, ‘‘seems to mark a stage, even if
not a very agreeable one, in human history, or progress, or deteriora-
tion, or change.’’ That it is a ‘‘deterioration,’’ for Eliot, is hardly in
doubt. Again, ‘‘Nietzsche’’ (whose philosophy haunts this essay as a kind
of inevitable endgame of Elizabethanism) is simply ‘‘a late variant’’ on
the ‘‘development in self-consciousness’’ that Eliot associates with ‘‘the
Renaissance.’’47
Furnivall’s egalitarianism had, at least, the advantage of permitting a
warmer reception of Shakespeare than Eliot can ever muster. (Later in
this essay I will suggest briefly how such warmth of engagement with
Shakespeare and other past authors might be desirable even in contem-
porary, more methodologically self-aware, criticism.) Furnivall’s egali-
tarianism seems connected to his apparent indifference to some of the
familiar period distinctions of literary history (‘‘medieval,’’ ‘‘Renais-
sance’’)—distinctions that are of prime importance in Eliot’s cultural
and literary criticism. To understand this, we need to take account of
Furnivall’s focus on the popular—which is historical only in the sense
of participating in a kind of ‘‘deep time.’’ This deep time of the popular is
Furnivall’s real object in literary study; he was explicit about his aim of get-
ting closer to common or everyday experience, an experience by its na-
ture not readily captured by the demarcations of cultural ‘‘periods.’’48 As
45. Ibid., 132.
46. Ibid., 134.
47. Ibid., 139, 140. Eliot’s preference for the sermons of Lancelot Andrewes over those
of John Donne turns upon a similar dislike of ‘‘Elizabethan individualism.’’ Andrewes is
‘‘wholly absorbed in the object’’ of his sermon; he ‘‘is not personal.’’ In Donne, however,
‘‘there is always the something else’’: he is ‘‘a ‘personality’ . . . his sermons, one feels, are a
‘means of self-expression’’’ (T. S. Eliot, ‘‘Lancelot Andrewes’’ [1926], in his Selected Essays,
351).
48. The intimate connection between the concept of the literary ‘‘period’’ and the cul-
ture of elites is noted in a recent essay by Timothy Bahti. Discussing Leo Spitzer’s ‘‘avowal
of the historical period’’ in the 1940s, Bahti notes that ‘‘the overwhelming bulk’’ of the
objects of Spitzer’s attention is drawn from ‘‘high literature’’ (‘‘Literary Criticism and the
History of Ideas,’’ in The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, vol. 9, ed. Christa Knellwolf
and Christopher Norris [Cambridge University Press, 2001], 34).
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a result, Furnivall’s use of period markers is strikingly vague.49 ‘‘Popular
history’’ cuts across the usual periods of historiography (Renaissance,
Enlightenment) because these periods are themselves based upon devel-
opments and reactions in elite or learned culture (the humanist discovery
of antiquity, for example). It is, then, worth asking what is lost in the peri-
odization of cultural history. Something that may be lost is the connection
with popular experience, and not simply at the level of the object studied.
Trigg observes that Furnivall’s ‘‘democratic and liberal’’ commitments led
him to the belief that ‘‘medieval literature was the common inheritance
of English men and women, and participation in the promulgation and
study of that literature should be available to all.’’50 Trigg’s comment
applies equally to Furnivall’s Shakespeare studies: here, too, Furnivall
wanted to make the study of Shakespeare a popular enterprise. In his
introduction to The Leopold Shakespeare (1877), he gave some typically
practical directions to the lay reader: ‘‘Get one or two likely friends to join
you in your Shakspere work, if you can, and fight out all your difficulties
in common. . . . Get up a party of ten or twelve men and four or six women
to read the plays in succession, at one another’s houses, or elsewhere, once
a fortnight, and discuss each for half an hour after each reading.’’51
At the end of his life, Furnivall contrasted ‘‘philology’’ with the history
of the people: ‘‘I never cared a bit for philology: my chief aim has been
throughout to illustrate the social condition of the English people in the
past.’’52 ‘‘Philology’’ here means linguistic skill but also, I suspect, high
literary style—what for Eliot later was the sole object of the critic (‘‘when
we are considering poetry we must consider it primarily as poetry and
not another thing’’). To the extent that artistry is the object of research, the
investigator is almost inevitably preoccupied with the culture of an elite,
whereas Furnivall’s focus, as John Munro pointed out, had always been on
‘‘the human side’’ of ‘‘Old England.’’53 The comment tells us something
about the democratic bias of Furnivall’s scholarship. For him, grasping
the ‘‘human side’’ of ‘‘Old England’’ did not require specialist knowledge;
49. David Matthews observes (in relation to Furnivall’s activities with the Early English
Text Society) that ‘‘‘Early English’ . . . for Furnivall simply meant anything from the tenth
to the seventeenth century’’ (The Making of Middle English, 1765–1910 [Minneapolis: Uni-
versity of Minnesota Press, 1999], 159).
50. Trigg, Congenial Souls, 164–65.
51. F. J. Furnivall, introduction to The Leopold Shakespeare (London, 1877). Furnivall re-
vised the introduction in 1881. Prince Leopold, Duke of Albany, was a patron of the New
Shakspere Society. I quote from the 1910 Cheap Edition; subsequent references are
included in the text.
52. Oxford DNB, 198; also cited in Trigg, Congenial Souls, 171; and Matthews, Making of
Middle English, 143.
53. Munro, Furnivall: A Record, 119.
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scientific words like ‘‘period’’ and ‘‘philology’’ presuppose a special, and
perhaps exclusive, expertise.
Furnivall’s preference was for a ‘‘deep’’ literary history that would
involve nonprofessional researchers as well as draw attention to the pres-
ence of the popular and everyday in the high literary works of the past.
Because the division between medieval and Renaissance is the result of
an elite battle of the books (the humanist attack on scholasticism), he
tends to elide the distinction between these periods, at least when it
comes to Chaucer and Shakespeare. Instead, his interest is in these
poets’ common origin in popular (‘‘English’’) experience. This orienta-
tion partly grows out of Furnivall’s Romantic belief in the ability of ge-
niuses such as Chaucer and Shakespeare to transcend time and place.
As Trigg notes, while Furnivall ‘‘explore[s] Chaucer’s life and social
conditions,’’ he also wishes ‘‘to prove that Chaucer’s genius was timeless
and universal, rather than bound by those specific conditions. It is
Chaucer’s individualism and his almost Shakespearean genius . . . that
most distinguish him from his contemporaries.’’54 Chaucer is John the
Baptist to Shakespeare’s Jesus, a role that dates ultimately from the six-
teenth century, in which, as James Simpson notes, Chaucer emerged as
a ‘‘pre-Reformation champion of the Reformation,’’ the ‘‘prophet . . . of
the brilliant present.’’55 Yet, despite the division between medieval and
Renaissance being partly the construction of a progressive Protestant
historiography, such as Froude’s—and so, one might have supposed, in-
evitable to a progressive like Furnivall—it is curious to see how little it
matters to him. Instead, Furnivall situates Chaucer and Shakespeare at
the head of a line of liberal-minded and essentially popular English
poets. One can call this a ‘‘sentimental’’ literary history,56 or a ‘‘vulgar’’
one, but the significant point is that it assumes past literature can and
should play an inspiring, progressive role in the present—hence Furni-
vall’s ‘‘emotional’’ attachment to Chaucer and Shakespeare: they aid
emancipatory projects in the present. In Furnivall’s hands vulgar literary
history professes impatience with ecclesiastical orthodoxy and moral rig-
orism, finding in past literary works imaginative support for a present-
day libertarian cultural politics. This post-Romantic way of thinking
about Chaucer and Shakespeare regards them as preternaturally gifted
portrayers of ‘‘life’’—a term that, as we shall see, functions as code for
a broadly antinormative outlook—and associates the popular with a
54. Trigg, Congenial Souls, 180.
55. James Simpson, ‘‘Chaucer’s Presence and Absence, 1400–1550,’’ in The Cambridge
Companion to Chaucer, ed. Piero Boitani and Jill Mann (Cambridge University Press, 2003),
267, 266.
56. Compare Oxford DNB ’s judgment: ‘‘Furnivall’s occasional attempts at literary criti-
cism are mawkishly sentimental’’ (198).
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considerable degree of freedom from restrictive social mores. In the
work of Furnivall and some other critics mentioned here, personal free-
dom—such as freedom from repressive attitudes toward sex—and popu-
lar progress are part of one and the same ideological commitment. Furni-
vall’s friend Robert Browning memorably expresses this association of
social equality with individual liberty in his poem ‘‘Why I Am A Liberal’’
(1885): ‘‘Who . . . dares hold, emancipated thus, / His fellow shall con-
tinue bound?’’57 For Furnivall, Chaucer and Shakespeare are poets of indi-
vidual and social liberty.
This way of thinking about one poet’s relation to another—as mem-
bers of a family rather than as alienated from each other by the Chinese
wall of period—goes back, in the case of Chaucer at least, to Dryden:
‘‘Milton was the poetical son of Spenser. . . . For we have our lineal de-
scents and clans as well as other families. Spenser more than once insinu-
ates that the soul of Chaucer was transfused into his body, and that he
was begotten by him two hundred years after his decease. Milton has
acknowledged to me, that Spenser was his original.’’58 Furnivall imagines
Chaucer’s relation to Shakespeare similarly. A typically fanciful moment
in the introduction to The Leopold Shakespeare pictures Chaucer and
Shakespeare as affiliated through the death of Spenser: ‘‘one likes to
think,’’ Furnivall writes, of Shakespeare attending Spenser’s funeral in
1599 and ‘‘following Spenser to his grave in the Abbey, near Chaucer’’ (lii).
* * *
Furnivall’s approach to Shakespeare, as to Chaucer, reflects the liber-
al’s wish to break with a coercive, narrowly defined morality. Like Mill,
Furnivall and like-minded critics saw a danger to individual freedom in
moral codes based on puritanical interpretations of Christianity. The
old authors they celebrated stood, they supposed, for a more open atti-
tude toward life. The liberal campaigner, politician, and editor (of the
Fortnightly Review and English Men of Letters series), John Morley, said
Mill ‘‘believed that no symmetry, no uniformity of custom and conven-
tion, but bold, free expansion in every field, was demanded by all the
needs of human life, and the best instincts of the modern mind. For
this reason, among others, he thought Carlyle made a great mistake in
presenting Goethe as the example to the modern world of the lines on
57. Furnivall founded the Browning Society in 1881. The relationship between Furni-
vall and Browning is captured in William S. Peterson, ed., Browning’s Trumpeter: The Corre-
spondence of Robert Browning and Frederick J. Furnivall, 1872–1889 (Washington, DC: Decatur
House, 1979).
58. John Dryden, Preface to Fables, Ancient and Modern (1700), in Criticism: The Major
Texts, ed. W. J. Bate (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970), 161.
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which it should shape itself. You might as well, he said, . . . attempt to
cut down Shakespeare to a Greek drama, or a Gothic cathedral to a
Greek temple.’’59 Shakespeare is the unruly genius who flouts norms.
This conception of Shakespeare and of Chaucer is central to liberal
accounts of them at this time; it is linked to an image of them as pro-
foundly connected with popular life and, thus, as natural objects of in-
terest and enthusiasm for ordinary folk.
Furnivall esteems Chaucer for his freedom from conventional judg-
ments. Tennyson judging Guinevere is contrasted with Chaucer’s spar-
ing Cressid ‘‘for very routhe.’’60 The General Prologue and ‘‘humorous
Tales’’ reveal a poet whose signature is universal sympathy: ‘‘A change
has come over him [from the earlier poetry]. As Claude among painters
first set the sun in the heavens, so now into his own heart Chaucer first
let sunshine come, and thence reflect, gilding all on whom it shone.
His humor glanced over all the England he could see, and he has left
us such photographs of the folk that rode with him, that dwelt about
him—pictures aglow with life’s own hues—as . . . no other poet ever left
of any land to after times.’’61 The stress is all on a kindly worldliness at
odds with religio-moral rigorism. Furnivall praises Chaucer here with
the same words—to modern critics embarrassingly imprecise—used to
praise Shakespeare at this time: ‘‘humor,’’ ‘‘life.’’ The words, however,
do cultural work. They are shots fired in the cause of a relaxation of
moral and religious orthodoxy’s grip on daily life. To praise Chaucer
and Shakespeare for their freedom from moral judgmentalism—for
their ‘‘life’’—may be sentimental, but it is purposefully so. It is the same
type of humane, reform-minded sentimentalism that, for example,
Dickens, or Harriet Beecher Stowe, champions.
Furnivall’s introduction to The Leopold Shakespeare is an instance of
vulgar-sentimental, or liberal, literary history. It presents Shakespeare
as the heir of Chaucer—‘‘the earlier maker’’ (xxxv)—and as friendly to
the causes of individual freedom and social equality. The introduction
glides over historical discontinuities, emphasizing instead what links
Shakespeare’s time to Furnivall’s. Certainly Furnivall presents himself
as the historical investigator in pursuit of the facts. Yet repeatedly he
relinquishes detached scholarship. Shakespeare’s journey to London
took him near Furnivall’s ‘‘old school-village’’ (xiv); Shakespeare’s fall-
ing in love with an older woman is the sort of experience ‘‘every impul-
sive young fellow’’ today undergoes (xii): ‘‘Who is there of us who has
59. John Morley, Recollections, in The Works of Lord Morley, 15 vols. (London: Macmillan,
1921), 1:56. Morley edited the Fortnightly from 1867–82. The magazine, he claimed,
embodied ‘‘the spirit of Liberalism in its most many-sided sense’’ (79).
60. F. J. Furnivall, ‘‘Recent Work at Chaucer,’’ Macmillan’s Magazine 27 (1872–73): 389.
61. Ibid., 390.
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not gone through the process, probably many times? Young stupids we
were, no doubt: so was Shakspere’’ (xii). Shakespeare was caned at
school, ‘‘like the rest of us in later time’’ (xi). The strict regime under
which Tudor children labored was intended to make them obedient,
yet Furnivall ‘‘heartily hope[s] Will Shakspere wasn’t’’ such a ‘‘model
boy’’ (x). A key term is ‘‘life’’; Shakespeare is ‘‘life-ful’’ (and ‘‘nerve-ful’’
[cxx n. 2]). The use of the word detaches Shakespeare from moralizing
views of the world; it is a strategy that other rebels against nineteenth-
century social discipline who worship Shakespeare employ. Emerson,
Pater, Wilde, and others all see Shakespeare as standing for ‘‘life’’ and
against a life-crushing morality. For Furnivall, Shakespeare is natural—
not particularly moral but full of ‘‘life’’: ‘‘Taking the boy to be the father
of the man, I see a square-built yet lithe and active fellow, with ruddy
cheeks, hazel eyes and auburn hair, as full of life as an egg is full of meat,
impulsive, inquiring, sympathetic; up to any fun and daring; into scrapes,
and out of them with a laugh; making love to all the girls; a favourite wher-
ever he goes—even with the prigs and fools he mocks’’ (xii).
The view of Shakespeare as the enemy of ‘‘prigs’’ is shared by another
nineteenth-century liberal, Walter Bagehot, editor of the Economist. In
1858 Bagehot declared ‘‘there are no straight lines in nature or Shake-
speare’’; Shakespeare was not a ‘‘doctrinaire.’’ Bagehot contrasted Shake-
speare with ‘‘religionist[s] . . . possessed of a firm and rigid persuasion
that you must leave off this and that, stop, cry, be anxious, and, above
all things, refrain from doing what you like, for nothing is so bad for
any one as that.’’ In short, Shakespeare expressed ‘‘a sense of free-
dom.’’62 The rebellious side of the poet is confirmed for Furnivall in
the famous legend of the young Shakespeare’s poaching deer from the
park of a local grandee. Furnivall’s presentation of the story lends Shake-
speare a certain blunt country folk class consciousness: ‘‘Shakspere
joind some wild young fellows in breaking into Sir Thomas Lucy’s
park . . . and stealing his deer, for which, and for writing an impossibly
bad ballad against Sir Thomas, the latter so persecuted the poet that
he had to leave Stratford. The lawfulness of poaching was, even in my
young days, strongly impresst on the country mind, and no doubt Strat-
ford folk held Andrew Boorde’s opinion of venison, ‘I am sure it is a
lordes dysshe, and I am sure it is good for an Englysshe man’’’ (xiii).
Furnivall concedes the story is ‘‘uncertain’’ but ‘‘one would expect Shak-
spere to have a hand in any fun that was going on’’ (xiii).
Throughout the introduction Furnivall presents Shakespeare as pos-
sessed of the shrewd countryman’s ability to take the full measure of
62. Walter Bagehot, ‘‘Shakespeare—the Individual,’’ in his Estimates of Some Englishmen
and Scotchmen (London, 1858), 232, 225, 269.
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great ones and glittering courtiers. Thus, Love’s Labor’s Lost enjoys its
revenge on their snobbery: ‘‘The London wits of the day, and . . . their
assumed superiority over country bumpkins, would naturally strike and
amuse the Stratford-bred Shakspere; and so, in his first Play, he just
showd them that he could beat them with their own weapons, and told
them what their wit and fine talk, on which they so prided themselves,
were worth—not one penny, in comparison with real good heart and
work’’ (xxiii). The Merry Wives of Windsor likewise ridicules aristocratic
vanity: Falstaff is ‘‘baffled, mockt, befoold by these country burgess wives
whom as a courtier he despisd’’ (li).63 Shakespeare is not part of elite
classical culture; rather, he belongs to an English tradition in touch with
‘‘the realities of life,’’ enemy to that rhetoric that is the scoffing, witty Ber-
owne’s failing (in Love’s Labor’s Lost [xxiii]). The origin of such feeling
for reality is Chaucer. A Midsummer Night’s Dream displays a strong con-
nection with Chaucer’s writings, yet equally it is pure Stratford and ‘‘full
of English life’’ (xxvi). (It is also egalitarian: ‘‘In [Theseus’s] noble words
about the countrymen’s play, the true gentleman is drawn’’ [xxvi].) Like-
wise, Venus and Adonis draws its subject matter from Ovid, but its ‘‘delight
in country scenes and sights’’ (xxx) makes the poem at heart English.
This Englishness of Chaucer and Shakespeare stands in Furnivall for
social inclusiveness: it sets them within the humble life of the nation (the
‘‘country’’) rather than the court. The image of Chaucer and Shake-
speare as commoners is something Furnivall drives home: after observ-
ing that Shakespeare married his daughter Judith ‘‘to a wine-dealer’s
son,’’ he invites his readers to ‘‘remember that Chaucer’s father, uncle,
and grandfather, were wine-dealers and taverners too’’ (civ n. 2).
For Furnivall, Shakespeare belongs to a tradition of tolerance. The
hero of The Merchant of Venice
is undoubtedly Shylock. . . . Shylock’s tribal hatred of Antonio and the
Christians was surely wholly justified, and so was his individual hatred to a
great extent. A cur when kickt will bite when he sees a chance. It is only the
hate that springs from avarice in Shylock that we can condemn. . . . His
appeal to justice, ‘‘Hath not a Jew eyes,’’ &c., is unanswerable, and is not yet
admitted in many a land calling itself civilised. For how short a time, alas,
have we admitted it! . . . One wishes he had been spared the spiteful
punishment of being made a Christian. His was a strong nature, capable of
good; ’tis the fallen angel who makes the worst devil; but devil or not,
Shylock carries our sympathies with him. (xlii)
Other liberal critics of Furnivall’s era present a similarly tolerant Shake-
speare. In his 1903 Shakespear: Himself and His Work—a Biographical Study,
63. In a more serious vein, the character of Coriolanus demonstrates ‘‘the selfishness
at the bottom of all aristocratic pride’’ (lxxxvi).
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William Carew Hazlitt argues that in The Merchant of Venice ‘‘Shakespeare
puts into the mouth of Shylock a strong plea for human equality and reli-
gious tolerance, just as in the same drama he makes the dusky suitor of
Portia, the Prince of Morocco, vindicate himself from the common pre-
judice against colour.’’64 Shakespeare would not have sympathized with
the Puritans who ‘‘established a despotism of another kind’’ in New En-
gland: the poet detested ‘‘religious bigotry.’’ Carew Hazlitt quotes approv-
ingly Laertes’ words to the priest beside Ophelia’s grave: ‘‘I tell thee,
churlish priest, / A minist’ring angel shall my sister be / When thou liest
howling.’’65 The repressiveness of Puritan ‘‘new sectarianism’’ was ‘‘wholly
repugnant’’ to Shakespeare. Instead, he was ‘‘an advocate for individual
freedom.’’ Shakespeare was also ‘‘the holder of unusually liberal notions
on the subject of human equality.’’ He was a necessarily cautious promul-
gator of democratic ideas, who ‘‘discerned the approach of a democratic
wave’’ that would in time ‘‘sweep away both courtier and court.’’ He ‘‘nei-
ther mourned’’ Elizabeth ‘‘nor acclaimed her successor. . . . He had his own
views of the Great in name, and contented himself perforce with giving to
them a guarded expression’’; his works show him to be ‘‘broadly . . . a man
of Republican sentiment.’’66
Carew Hazlitt’s liberal-progressive Shakespeare resembles Furnivall’s.
The subject of The Taming of the Shrew, Furnivall concedes, is ‘‘repul-
sive,’’ but ‘‘we must recollect the position of women in early times in
England’’ (xlv) if we are to understand the play’s perspective: the end-
ing provides ‘‘the best result for [Katherine’s] time, though Tennyson
shows us a better for our Victorian era in his Princess’’ (xlvi). Furnivall
adduces as exculpatory context ‘‘A Merry Geste of a Shrewd and Curst
Wife lapped in Morrelles Skin,’’ in which ‘‘a man with a shrewish wife
thrashes her till she bleeds, and then wraps her in the salted hide of his
old horse Morrell’’ (xlv). Overall, Shakespeare is for sexual equality.
All’s Well That Ends Well, for example, showed ‘‘what apparent dirt pure
love would pass, and could, unspotted and unsmircht. Apparent dirt, I say,
because I can’t see that what would be right, or justifiable, in a man
when in love to secure his sweetheart or wife, can be wrong or unjustifi-
able in a woman. Equality in choice and proposal should be allowed’’
(lxi). All’s Well expresses the poet’s disdain for the caste system. Its les-
son to those with ‘‘pride of birth’’ is the same as Chaucer’s, Furnivall
declares, and is summed up by Tennyson:
64. William Carew Hazlitt, Shakespear: Himself and His Work—a Biographical Study (1903;
4th ed., London: Quaritch, 1912), 87–88.
65. Ibid., 90.
66. Ibid., 86–91.
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Trust me, Clara Vere de Vere,
From yon blue heavens above us bent,
The gardener Adam and his wife
Smile at the claims of long descent;
Howe’er it be, it seems to me
’Tis only noble to be good,
Kind hearts are more than coronets,
And simple faith than Norman blood. (lxi)
In the Helena of All’s Well Furnivall finds a version of the Shakespeare of
the Sonnets : ‘‘Think of Shakspere, the higher nature, but the lower in birth
and position, during his separation from his Will, so handsome, high-
born, hating marriage, misled by unworthy rivals, also selfish and sensual,
and compare him with the poor, lowly-born Helena, richer and higher in
noble qualities, longing for, dwelling in mind on, her handsome Bertram,
high-born, hating marriage, misled by Parolles, selfish and sensual too. So
far Shakspere and Helena are one, and Will is Bertram’’ (lxii).
Furnivall also associates Shakespeare with a sexual freedom that he
takes to be typical of Renaissance England. This was a not infrequent
claim among libertarian-minded bardolaters in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries; Wilde, Arthur Symons, and John Addington
Symonds, for example, oppose repressive sexual morality and invoke
the Elizabethans and Shakespeare as a way of pleading for a more
relaxed attitude to sex.67 In The Leopold Shakespeare introduction, Furni-
vall singles out the ‘‘admirable’’ essay on Measure for Measure by his
friend Walter Pater (lxxv n.; the essay appeared in the Fortnightly in
1874). Pater had argued that the play ‘‘brings before us a group of per-
sons, attractive, full of desire, vessels of the genial, seed-bearing powers
of nature, a gaudy existence flowering out over the old court and city of
Vienna, a spectacle of the fulness and pride of life which to some may
seem to touch the verge of wantonness.’’68 Pater’s picturesque descrip-
tion of the debauchery in Vienna implicitly defends this ‘‘lust and pride of
life.’’69 The play complicates the urge to judge this ‘‘life’’ as sinful. ‘‘The
old ‘moralities,’’’ says Pater, ‘‘exemplified . . . some rough-and-ready les-
son,’’ but in Measure for Measure, ‘‘the very intricacy and subtlety of the
moral world itself, the difficulty of seizing the true relations of so complex
a material, the difficulty of just judgment, of judgment that shall not be
67. On this topic generally, see Peter Holbrook, ‘‘Shakespeare as a Force for Good,’’
Shakespeare Survey 56 (2003): 203–14, and ‘‘Dark Shakespeare,’’ Shakespearean International
Yearbook 3 (2003): 115–27.
68. Walter Pater, ‘‘Measure for Measure’’ (1874), in Walter Pater: Essays on Literature and
Art, ed. Jennifer Uglow (London: Dent, 1973), 135.
69. Ibid., 136.
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unjust, are the lessons conveyed.’’70 Pater’s Measure proposes a frank ac-
ceptance of the body.71
Pater’s approach is echoed in an intriguing article, ‘‘The Poet and
the Puritan,’’ published in the liberal Contemporary Review for 1909 by
Mary Suddard, a schoolteacher who committed suicide in Paris at the
age of twenty. In a biographical introduction to the essay, the critic Har-
old Begbie portrayed Suddard as ‘‘a charming and impulsive spirit’’
whose health was wrecked by the continual exams she had had to
endure as a student teacher. As a girl she had ‘‘rejoic[ed] in life both as
it presented itself to her intellect and to her senses.’’72 Suddard argues
that Measure for Measure is ‘‘an onslaught on Puritanism.’’73 ‘‘Life’’ resists
dogmatic attempts at controlling it: ‘‘Neither Angelo nor Isabella [as
types of Puritanism] can resist . . . the coming into contact with real
life’’; the play shows that ‘‘Puritanism . . . must make way for a larger and
more liberal morality.’’74 Isabella ‘‘is brought into contact with real
life. . . . The first crisis of her moral life reveals to her the inadequacy of
her principles. . . . Her icicles of logic . . . melt away at the first warm
breath of feeling.’’75 Hence the ‘‘Puritanic morality she had thought so
lofty, now seems narrow.’’76 Suddard’s essay uses Shakespeare’s play in
a campaign against Victorianism.
In an analogous plea for what Suddard calls a ‘‘larger and more liberal
morality,’’ Furnivall rejects attempts to see the Sonnets as ‘‘merely dra-
matic’’ (lxiii).77 Only intolerant puritans pretend the Sonnets are some-
thing other than what they appear; the poems are ‘‘intensely and evi-
dently autobiographic and revealing’’ (lxiv). Shakespeare’s respectable
‘‘admirers’’ are too ‘‘anxious to remove every stain from him,’’ in particu-
lar his ‘‘intrigue with a married woman’’ (lxiv). Such whitewashers ‘‘for-
get the difference in opinion between Elizabethan and Victorian times
as to those sweet sins of the flesh’’ (lxiv). Furnivall twice cites the notori-
ous William the Conqueror anecdote about Shakespeare’s beating Rich-
70. Ibid., 140.
71. It is pertinent to note Eliot’s hostility to Pater, along with Arnold; both critics pro-
mote unrestrained individualism: ‘‘The gospel of Pater follows naturally upon the proph-
ecy of Arnold’’ (T. S. Eliot, ‘‘Arnold and Pater’’ [1930], in his Selected Essays, 436).
72. Mary Suddard, ‘‘The Poet and the Puritan,’’ Contemporary Review 96 (1909): 712.
Suddard’s Keats, Shelley, and Shakespeare Studies was published in 1912 by Cambridge Uni-
versity Press.
73. Suddard, ‘‘The Poet and the Puritan,’’ 721.
74. Ibid., 720.
75. Ibid., 717.
76. Ibid., 718.
77. Sidney Lee would argue this position in A Life of William Shakespeare (1898; repr.,
Royston: Oracle, 1996): ‘‘Shakespeare’s collection of sonnets has no reasonable title to be
regarded as a personal or autobiographical narrative’’ (viii).
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ard Burbage to an assignation with a citizen woman. ‘‘I’d accept any num-
ber of ‘slips in sensual mire’ on Shakspere’s part,’’ he comments, ‘‘to
have the ‘bursts of (loving) heart’ given us in the Sonnets’’ (lxiv; see cxiv
n. 6, lxiv n. 1). Furnivall does feel obliged to excuse Shakespeare’s
offense (it was a ‘‘temporary stain,’’ and, anyway, Sonnets 129 and 142
[‘‘Love is my sin . . . ’’] indicate remorse [lxvi])—but overall he takes an
indulgent view of the poet’s presumed sexual misdemeanors: Shake-
speare was a fool of love. All’s Well, The Merchant of Venice, and Twelfth
Night reveal an innocent, generous, loving nature: ‘‘He himself was Hel-
ena, Antonio [in Twelfth Night]. A witchcraft drew him to a ‘boy’, a
youth. . . . Shakspere towards him was as Viola towards the Duke’’ (lxiv).
Shakespeare’s character has about it a ‘‘wholesome coarseness’’: ‘‘Full-
blooded, impulsive he must have been, and full of life. He likt his cakes
and ale, and took enjoyingly the pleasures sensuous and sexual that the
fates provided. (It is absurd to try and make him out, in this regard, a
Milton or a Wordsworth)’’ (cxiv).78 Again, ‘‘life’’ is code for ‘‘sexual
impulses.’’ Carew Hazlitt urged a similarly frank acceptance of Shake-
speare’s ‘‘gallantries and intrigues,’’ also invoking the William the Con-
queror anecdote.79 The web of our life is of a mingled yarn, good and ill
together: ‘‘It was the opulent and voluptuous property of his blood—a
perpetual spring of warm and deep emotions—which accomplished for
us all the nobler and purer things that we so cherish. . . . Greatness and
its foil spring from one germ.’’80
The Decadent critic Arthur Symons argued similarly. For Symons,
Shakespeare and the whole Elizabethan age were the antithesis of the
bourgeois, confining, provincial world of his childhood.81 In his 1885
facsimile of the first quarto of Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis, Symons
pictured young Shakespeare, come to London to find ‘‘employment
among the players,’’ as ‘‘find[ing] himself in the midst of a . . . swarming
medley of vice and valour, grime and splendour, finikin daintiness and
brutal coarseness; everywhere a vigorous stirring of life and striking
out of literature, with all the evils consequent on such an awakening,
flourishing on this hand and on that.’’82 Elizabethan literature, Symons
notes in his introduction to Venus and Adonis, was no ‘‘straight and
78. Compare an undated lecture in the Furnivall papers (2/15) at King’s College,
London, probably by Furnivall’s friend John Wesley Hales, which contrasts the human
sympathy of Chaucer and Shakespeare with the ‘‘cold intellectual severity with which
Puritan Milton represses all expression of the merely human element.’’
79. Carew Hazlitt, Shakespear: Himself and His Work, 44.
80. Ibid., 45.
81. Arthur Symons, ‘‘A Prelude to Life,’’ in his Spiritual Adventures (London: Constable,
1905). I discuss Symons’s view of Shakespeare in ‘‘Dark Shakespeare.’’
82. Arthur Symons, introduction to Shakespere’s Venus and Adonis: The First Quarto, 1593
(London, 1885), iii, iv.
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orderly growth, but a flood of life that overburst its banks and swept
overland like a torrent, breaking out and turning aside, now here, now
there, with a wilful and uncheckable wildness.’’83 Symons’s characteriza-
tion of Elizabethanism is perfectly in accord with Eliot’s; the sole differ-
ence is that what Symons celebrates, Eliot fears. Symons and Furnivall
agree: in Shakespeare ‘‘life’’ brims over moral attempts to contain it.
Shakespeare, Furnivall said, did not write his plays according to some
‘‘leading-idea’’; his focus is on ‘‘human emotion and character’’; he
never ‘‘sat down to write a play as a parson writes a sermon.’’ Shake-
speare ‘‘cared for life’’: he is ‘‘the foe of none but narrow minds and
base’’ (cxvi). Of course, Symons’s aestheticism is hardly to be conflated
with the muscular reforming ideology of Furnivall, yet both invoke
Shakespeare’s commitment to ‘‘life’’ in order to challenge what they see
as life-crushing moralities. Writers temperamentally closer to Furnivall
do the same. Furnivall recommends to his readers the 1872 study of
Shakespeare by the Reverend H. N. Hudson of Boston, for example
(cxxii). Although Hudson emphasizes the ‘‘moral spirit’’ as the ‘‘corner-
stone of all artistic excellence,’’ he ‘‘insist[s] that our grounds of judge-
ment in this matter be very large and liberal’’; ‘‘ethical didacticism’’ is
foreign to Shakespeare.84
Furnivall urges his readers to acquire John R. Wise’s ‘‘charming’’ Shake-
speare (cxxii), published 1868.85 Like Furnivall’s Shakespeare, Wise’s
is democratic, tolerant, and plebeian. As with ‘‘the world’s greatest
men,’’ Shakespeare was born in humble circumstances, being ‘‘the son
of a yeoman, or, at most, a mere woolstapler’’: still today the ‘‘Warwick-
shire peasantry . . . more than anybody else, ‘Speak the tongue/That
Shakspere spake.’’’86 Shakespeare’s authentic greatness puts to shame
‘‘all the noisy, self-seeking Kaisers and Napoleons who have harried the
world with misery and desolation’’ (indeed, Shakespeare ‘‘denounced’’
the ‘‘criminal . . . passion for war’’). While ‘‘princes and conquerors,
blustering and bullying, pass away . . . the works of one genuine man are
eternal.’’87 Like Furnivall, Wise is a patriot, and so is Shakespeare. But
83. Ibid., v.
84. H. N. Hudson, Shakespeare: His Life, Art, and Character, 2 vols., 4th ed. (1872; repr.,
Boston: Ginn, 1898), 1:238, 243.
85. John R. Wise, Shakespeare: His Birthplace and Its Neighbourhood (London, 1868). This
book was illustrated by the former Chartist editor William James Linton (1812–98). The
Chartists frequently claimed Shakespeare as a champion of freedom, progress, and equality:
on this topic, see my ‘‘Shakespeare, ‘The Cause of the People’, and The Chartist Circular 1839–
1842,’’ in Textual Practice 20 (2006): 203–29.
86. Wise, Shakespeare: His Birthplace, 15, 16, 104.
87. Ibid., 148, 133, 16.
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Shakespeare’s patriotism is that of the liberal progressive who is ‘‘bit-
terly pained’’ when his country ‘‘stoops to what is mean and base.’’88
Like Carew Hazlitt, Wise argues that Shakespeare was not a ‘‘sectar-
ian.’’ The Merchant of Venice is not anti-Semitic. Shylock is punished ‘‘not
because he is a Jew, but a bad man’’ (and through Shylock’s voice Shake-
speare ‘‘denounces slavery’’).89 Shakespeare knew that ‘‘Saxon or Celt,
Jew or Gentile, we are all brothers.’’ His essence is ‘‘largeness and liber-
ality of view.’’ Shakespeare’s Protestantism is not sectarian and rigorist
but is that which came to underlie enlightened nineteenth-century
liberal Christianity; its ‘‘end and aim is to emancipate the subjectivity of
the mind from any objective power.’’ This subjective outlook opposes
not merely Roman Catholicism but the ‘‘popery of sectarianism and
narrow-mindedness of any kind’’90—precisely the ‘‘anti-classical’’ out-
look that Eliot mocked as ‘‘Inner Voice-ism’’ in the criticism of John
Middleton Murry (see n. 13). The liberal critics saw a large gap between
Shakespeare and Milton. In Morley’s Men of Letters series, the Oxford
don Mark Pattison argued that ‘‘Milton had none of that sympathy with
which Shakspeare embraced all natural and common affections of his
brother men.’’ Pattison saw his own life as a story of growing ‘‘intellec-
tual freedom’’; as he wrote: ‘‘All my energy was directed upon one
end—to improve myself, to form my own mind, to sound things thor-
oughly, to free myself from the bondage of unreason’’ and ‘‘traditional
prejudices.’’91 Great as Milton was, he had, Pattison argued, ‘‘an aloof-
ness from ordinary men and women’’; Pattison’s Milton book concludes
with the declaration ‘‘Shakespeare first, and next MILTON.’’92
Furnivall writes in his introduction to The Leopold Shakspere that Shake-
speare did not show ‘‘much sympathy’’ with the poor—‘‘not so much as
Chaucer’’ (cxiii). But no sooner has he revealed this stumbling block for
democratic readers than he whisks it away; after all, Shakespeare’s ‘‘repre-
sentations’’ of the poor ‘‘are all in good part, and, like those of Chaucer
and Dickens, make his hearers think kindly of the men they laugh at. Shak-
spere also couldn’t bear the enclosure of commons near towns’’ (cxiii).
And if Shakespeare was, ‘‘like most Tudor Englishmen, too fond of kings
and queens,’’ we need to remember that ‘‘in his time they were mistaken
88. Ibid., 132. Patriotism and radicalism have often gone together in England from
Milton to Orwell. E. J. Hobsbawm observes that many nineteenth-century patriots demon-
strated ‘‘love of . . . country by wishing to renew it by reform or revolution’’ (Nations and
Nationalism since 1780 [Cambridge University Press, 1992], 87).
89. Wise, Shakespeare: His Birthplace, 137, 138.
90. Ibid., 12, 140.
91. Mark Pattison, Memoirs (1885; repr., Fontwell: Centaur, 1969), 101, 1–2.
92. Mark Pattison, Milton (London, 1879), 176, 220.
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for their country’’ (cxiii). Furnivall’s point is clear: Shakespeare—despite
some appearances to the contrary—is an author for a democratic England.
Like his Shakespeare, Furnivall’s Chaucer is essentially a democrat.
True, Chaucer does not sympathize with Jack Straw’s violent insurrec-
tionary politics.93 But he is ‘‘our bright old English soul,’’ nonethe-
less94—an author to whom progressives feel an attachment—and he
stands in addition for a real liberty of conduct. Furnivall scandalized his
contemporaries with a relationship with a much younger woman, and he
represents Chaucer as a rather freewheeling personality.95 Honesty and
authenticity characterize Chaucer’s poetry. Furnivall quotes the Aboli-
tionist American literary critic James Russell Lowell as saying that Chau-
cer is ‘‘original’’ because ‘‘always natural’’: ‘‘He sets the world as it hon-
estly appeared to Geoffrey Chaucer, and not a world as it seemed proper
to certain people that it ought to appear.’’96 Chaucer, writes Lowell, is
the ‘‘true forerunner and prototype of Shakespeare . . . , whose moral is
the moral of worldly wisdom.’’ Chaucer is a worldly and ‘‘good-natured’’
author, ‘‘incapable of indignation,’’ and ‘‘rather apt to pity than con-
demn.’’97 Furnivall quotes Lowell on Chaucer’s honesty: Chaucer’s ‘‘first
merit,’’ says Lowell, is ‘‘sincerity’’; he is ‘‘the most unconventional’’ and
the ‘‘frankest’’ of poets and ‘‘would have fared but ill in our day, when
the naked feelings are made liable to the penalties for indecent expo-
sure. Very little care had he for the mere decencies of life.’’98 Like Shake-
speare, Chaucer is not a prude. His Complaint Unto Pity is autobiographi-
cal and speaks of his unhappiness in the pursuit of love, even though
Chaucer was married at the time. ‘‘Poets,’’ Furnivall observes, ‘‘are curi-
ous cattle about love and marriage. They can have a love or many loves
quite independent of their wives: as indeed can and do many other
men.’’99 Furnivall follows the copyist Shirley in supposing that The Com-
plaint to Mars ‘‘glorif[ied]’’ an ‘‘adultery’’ in the circle of John of Gaunt:
93. F. J. Furnivall, Trial-Forewords to my ‘‘Parallel-Text Edition of Chaucer’s Minor Poems’’
(London, 1871), 113 n. 1.
94. Ibid., 91.
95. On the relationship, see Ann Thompson’s ‘‘Teena Rochfort Smith, Frederick Fur-
nivall, and the New Shakspere Society’s Four-Text Edition of Hamlet,’’ Shakespeare Quarterly
49 (1998): 125–39.
96. Furnivall, Trial-Forewords, 52.
97. James Russell Lowell, ‘‘Chaucer’’ (1870), in The Writings of James Russell Lowell, 10
vols. (London, 1890), 3:324, 325. Furnivall dedicated Trial-Forewords to Lowell and recom-
mended the book in which Lowell’s essay appeared as one ‘‘which all we Chaucer men
ought to buy’’ (Trial-Forewords, 52).
98. Furnivall, Trial-Forewords, 91 n. 2.
99. Ibid., 31 n. 3. Furnivall adds that Chaucer’s wife was most probably ‘‘a bit of a tar-
tar, and most of his chaff of women meant for her.’’ On the autobiographical quality of
Pity, see 29 n. 2, and 36.
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‘‘But,’’ he adds, ‘‘people were not of old so particular in love-matters as
we are now, and we must not judge Chaucer by our modern stan-
dard.’’100 Of course, ‘‘those persons whose moral sense is hurt’’ by ‘‘Shir-
ley’s naming of the folk in the ‘Complaynt of Mars’’’ can take comfort by
bethinking themselves that Shirley sometimes ‘‘makes mistakes.’’ But
Furnivall himself ‘‘accept[s] Shirley’s authority till he is proved wrong’’;
the copyist ‘‘set-down naught in malice.’’101
Furnivall’s work on Chaucer and Shakespeare articulates a forthright
egalitarian politics. A democratic critic, Furnivall’s writing—not least in
its downright, chattily unpretentious style—contrasts sharply with the
forbiddingly icy exquisiteness and discriminating force of the prose
of Eliot, which represents a total attack on the kind of criticism that
Furnivall practiced.102 To repeat: one must not pretend that Furnivall’s
criticism, qua criticism, is the equal of Eliot’s. No substitute for intelli-
gence, certainly—although I cannot be alone in disliking the pomposity
of Eliot’s manner. It might even be said that Furnivall is hardly a literary
critic at all. But then, part of the purpose of this essay has been to inquire
what purely ‘‘literary’’ criticism (if such a thing exists) might leave out in
its approach to literature—‘‘life,’’ perhaps, in the liberal sense of the
word here elaborated—and also to suggest that certain nonliterary preju-
dices might enable, or disable, adequately responsive critical judgment.
Furnivall’s nonliterary prejudice in favor of freedom seems to have stood
him in good stead when it came to Chaucer and Shakespeare.
* * *
This essay has been concerned to describe a specific critical voice—
that of F. J. Furnivall—and to contrast it with another, to my mind less
sympathetic, one—T. S. Eliot’s, the latter important to the formation and
justification of academic literary study in the last century. Behind my
praise of Furnivall and censure of Eliot lies a dissatisfaction with an ideal
that appears to me regulative of recent and current critical practice: that
of the impersonal, rational, and objective investigator. Arguably, however,
celebrating Furnivall’s openly liberal, committed, feeling, and personal
approach to the literature of the past, which he views as a potential ally in
present democratic struggles, does not end in anything stronger than
mere nostalgia, with little to say to critical practice currently. And surely
100. Ibid., 80.
101. Ibid., 120, note to p. 80.
102. To be fair, Eliot was conscious of his style’s frequent ‘‘pontifical solemnity’’ and
‘‘occasional note of arrogance’’; see his 1928 preface to Sacred Wood, ix, and ‘‘To Criticize
the Critic,’’ 14. In any case, nothing could be further from Furnivall’s laid-back and inclu-
sive (if undistinguished) manner.
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criticism needed to advance upon Furnivall’s rather naive and, as it were,
prescientific example, if only in order to establish itself as a professional
university discipline. It would be preposterous to deny that we have gained
immeasurably in our understanding of literature as a result of criticism’s
migration to the academy. If that is so (and I think it is), it behooves me to
come clean about the kind of criticism I would like to see emerging now—
criticism that might have something of a Furnivallian spirit, even if distinct
from his example in critical self-consciousness and analytical sophistica-
tion. As I will suggest briefly below, there is some evidence to suggest that
the disquiet I feel about the rationalism and impersonality of much (espe-
cially old- and new-style historicist) criticism is shared by other scholars.
Generalizing in a few paragraphs here about possible trajectories for lit-
erary criticism would be an absurdly presumptuous undertaking, but I can
note that Furnivall’s impulse to connect the study of literature with pres-
ent and future projects for human betterment is not quite extinct in the
academy even today. To illustrate this point, I would instance two recent
distinguished critical works: one devoted to the interpretation of Shake-
speare and the other an attempted justification of literary study in general.
In Shakespeare (1989, reissued in 2002 in an expanded third edition),
Kiernan Ryan firmly rejects the ‘‘sterile historicism’’ that, he argues, has
recently overtaken the study of Shakespeare and other past authors, a
historicism that cabins, cribs, and confines their works in discrete peri-
ods to such an extent that these authors’ texts can have no implication
for the present or future story of humanity.103 Neither has Ryan any
time for crassly presentist, ‘‘arbitrary,’’ and ‘‘unhistorical’’ modes of crit-
icism that simply use literary works in order to make politically edifying
points. What he argues for instead is the recognition that past literary
texts not infrequently contain ‘‘historically implanted semantic poten-
tial’’—meanings that look beyond the ideological limits of the culture
in which they were produced.104 Poets, Ryan believes, afford a local
habitation and name to yearnings for freedom and justice that tran-
scend the doxas of the age in which they write—yearnings that may
103. Kiernan Ryan, Shakespeare, 3rd ed. (1989; repr., Houndmills: Palgrave, 2002), 95.
The particular occasion for this comment is Frank Kermode’s introduction to King Lear in
The Riverside Shakespeare, 1st ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974), which, in its determi-
nation to situate the play in relation to ‘‘Renaissance legal and political theories,’’ Ryan
states is an ‘‘instance of the sterile historicism that has no idea why Lear might be worth
studying by people who are living now’’ (95); see also ‘‘the stultifying antiquarianism that
still flourishes in modish guises’’ (158).
104. Ryan, Shakespeare, 23. For the Scylla and Charybdis of, on the one hand, that form
of radical criticism that ‘‘subject[s] Shakespeare to whatever interpretive violence seems
expedient, wrenching the texts to make them say whatever one wants them to say,’’ and,
on the other hand, that type that succeeds only in ‘‘burying [past literary works] in an his-
toricist vault,’’ see 14.
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indeed look beyond even our age.105 In this perspective, art has a stub-
bornly utopian core—the poet’s world is golden, and nature’s is brazen.
In Ryan’s view, no less than in Furnivall’s or in that of the other pro-
gressive liberal critics I have discussed here, Shakespeare’s texts offer
powerful prefigurements of—and are therefore precious imaginative
resources for helping to construct—‘‘a truly democratic culture’’; the
critic who values freedom and justice, and who approaches past texts
with such priorities in mind, ‘‘can activate [their] potential in the pres-
ent.’’106 Ryan’s criticism of Shakespeare has something of the warmth
of tone that characterizes Furnivall’s writing on the poet, but the more
important (albeit related) point is that, like Furnivall, he is willing to hail
Shakespeare as a genius of, and copartner in, democratic and libertar-
ian projects of the present and future.
Where Ryan writes out of a Marxian humanism that, for example,
finds in Macbeth ‘‘a fierce arraignment of one of the mainsprings of
modern Western society’’—that is, ‘‘the ideology and practice of indivi-
dualism’’107—Mark Edmundson writes (in Why Read? ) out of a left-lib-
eral Emersonianism that locates in literature not only ‘‘major hopes for
human renovation’’ of the collective kind that Ryan espouses but also a
pre-eminent means for individual men and women to ‘‘create and re-
create [them]selves.’’108 In its melding of these two ideals—those of
individual self-realization and social amelioration—Edmundson’s per-
spective is much more substantively Furnivallian than is Ryan’s.109
Nevertheless, like Ryan (and like Furnivall), Edmundson is throughout
committed to connecting the study of literature to life; indeed, ‘‘life’’ is
one of the most frequent words in his book. The essential question to
be asked of any work of literature concerns ‘‘the difference it would
make in the conduct of life’’; an author is a ‘‘source for a way of life’’; lit-
erary texts offer their readers ‘‘vital possibilities,’’ ‘‘live options,’’ and
105. A Shakespeare play may imagine ‘‘more desirable principles of human relation-
ship, sited beyond the horizon of the age in which it was written, and perhaps beyond the
horizon of our time’’ (ibid., 14).
106. Ibid., 28, 37.
107. Ibid., 90.
108. Mark Edmundson, Why Read? (New York: Bloomsbury, 2004), 3, 5. Edmundson
names his general outlook ‘‘democratic humanism’’ (75); thus, he sees ‘‘the health of de-
mocracy’’ as directly connected to the extent to which ordinary folk can engage in the self-
creation a ‘‘liberal education’’ encourages (32). Emerson is a guiding spirit throughout the
book—see, for example, the discussion of Emerson’s essay ‘‘Circles’’ (29–32).
109. Still, Ryan’s interest in the way Shakespearean characters struggle against social
‘‘conventions’’ to find personal freedom should also be noted. See, for instance, his fine
discussion of the ‘‘struggle for fulfilment’’ of Romeo and Juliet in a world that ‘‘forbids
them’’ from ‘‘invent[ing]’’ the ‘‘script’’ of their own lives (Ryan, Shakespeare, 76, 72–83).
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‘‘philosoph[ies] of life.’’110 Imaginative and other kinds of writers (such
as theorists) can be ‘‘indispensable guides to life.’’111 Like Ryan (and
here again the connection with the social reformer and scholar-critic
Furnivall should be clear), Edmundson is profoundly reluctant to have
earlier literary works studied merely as ‘‘the product and the property
of the past’’ with ‘‘nothing to do with the present’’; he deplores the way
certain modes of academic historicism leave works of art ‘‘quarantined
in the past.’’112 Throughout his book Edmundson expresses a dismay
that, perhaps in a vain attempt to ‘‘sound like scientists who command a
rigorous discipline . . . academic literary study over the past two decades
has become ever colder and more abstract.’’113 Edmundson argues—
and I can only agree with him—that the attenuation of the bonds be-
tween literature and experience characteristic of much of our academic
literary culture has been a fatally wrong turning—indeed, a development
that risks consigning that culture to irrelevance. Like Ryan, Edmundson
eschews those colder, more impersonal and rationalistic, versions of lit-
erary study currently on offer.
In both of these contemporary critics, I submit, what we notice is a con-
viction that encounters with literary works from the past are potentially
central to emancipatory designs in the present—and have potentially
direct implications for collective and personal liberation. This is the ‘‘sen-
timental’’ and ‘‘liberal’’ perspective that I have throughout associated with
Furnivall and like-minded critics of his era and that Eliot emphatically
(and, it must be admitted, brilliantly) opposed. It is, however, most impor-
tant to note that neither Ryan nor Edmundson would suggest that criti-
cism’s prime duty is to provide moral uplift—that the critic should write
sermons masquerading as literary analysis. Their argument is more ambi-
tious than that. What, in their quite different ways, they both insist upon is
that reading past literary works well actually requires attention to existen-
tial or nonliterary questions such as those concerning freedom and jus-
tice. In other words, and to put the case in the strongest possible terms,
the coolly scientific or ‘‘rational’’ approach to literary works, which
neglects their status as ‘‘live options’’ for readers today, is not a matter
110. Edmundson, Why Read? 73, 40, 70, 74, 77.
111. Ibid., 39.
112. Ibid., 15, 119; thus, the right question to be asked of the Iliad is whether it is
‘‘locked in the past, or a potent guide to the present and the future’’ (70).
113. Ibid., 67; see Edmundson on the attempt of subjects such as literary study to
‘‘make themselves over to look more like the so-called hard, empirically based disciplines’’
(14). It is not just recent critical fashions, however, that display this vice of abstraction:
New Critical modes of reading too, at least when they consist of ‘‘a certain kind of exclu-
sive attention to the page,’’ risk the consequence that ‘‘life disappears’’ and the ‘‘connec-
tion between word and world goes dark’’ (37).
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merely of excluding distracting or irrelevant associations—sound criti-
cism will always do that—but is instead bad reading, reading inade-
quately responsive to the potential claims on us that the work at hand
makes. It is a form of reading illegitimately defended against the text
and its address to us. It seems to me that the style of literary scholarship
advocated by Ryan and Edmundson is one on which the ghost of F. J. Fur-
nivall would smile. These contemporary critics might not be willing, as
Furnivall was, to agree with Emerson that ‘‘the poets are . . . liberating
gods,’’ but they might believe something of the sort.114
114. Emerson, ‘‘The Poet,’’ 277.
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